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Picture of the day:

Highlights of the day:

Today I woke up to the sound of thunder. Damn!

The Vessel at Hudson Yards 
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I had planed to take one of my walking tours before going to B&H to get my 
memory cards.

Yesterday they gave me the wrong ones.

With a weather forecast not looking good, I desided to stay home until the skies 
cleared.

At around 10 am it seemed okay to go to the city.

The store said they would send me a mail when my memory cards had arrived, but 
no mail received.

I went to customer service and they told me that the cards would arrive around 
1pm.

I desided to walk to Hudson Yards. This was actually on my list so no worries.

Hudson Yards is the greatest development in US history and truely a great 
achievement with spectacular high rises and a brand new observation deck that 
unfortunately not opens to the public until later in 2019.

They have also built an amazing stair tower, called The Vessel. It contains 2.500 
steps and goes to nowhere 😂😂😂😂

It's free to climb, but you need a ticket. Can be obtained either online or at the 
vessel.

I ordered online and and should not go up today, so I just strolled.

At 30 Hudson Yards they have also built a huge mall with 3 floors and countless 
shops.

It's going to be a great neighborhood!

I went back to B&H to get my memory cards.

It was now 1 pm and I was hungry.

No problem. Walked over to my favorite Deli, "the Toast Café" on 6th Avenue.

You mix your lunch and pay by weight. Great seating upstairs.
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After a great lunch the weather was fabulous with clear skies and I strolled up 6th 
Avenue to Bryant Park. Awesome park next to New York Public Library with 
spectacular view to Empire State Building.

I walked over to Times Square to get the A-Train back home.

I just got inside and the thunderstorm from this morning came back. Wonder where 
it has been - LOL 😂 😂 😂 😂

Bad weather in the evening so just some TV time. 


